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WHYWHY
VINYL

The many advantages and customization of vinyl liners make

them a popular and ideal choice for inground pools. All 

Cardinal Liners are made with precision to meet the exact 
size specifications of your pool, whether brand new or as 

an inground or above ground replacement. We offer a variety 
of patterns and colors to help match the aesthetic of your 

surrounding landscape. Cleaning, swimming & lounging are 

comfortable and hassle-free as all Liners are smooth and easy 
to maintain, unlike the abrasive nature of concrete or tile. 

Each Liner has ultraviolet inhibitors and antibacterial 
agents to help ensure a long-lasting life, and is backed by a 

25-year limited warranty.  Additional extended warranties 

are available. Please see your Cardinal Sales Representative or 

Dealer for more information.



IN-HOUSEIN-HOUSE
CRAFTSMANSHIP, CRAFTSMANSHIP, 

UNDENIABLE UNDENIABLE 
QUALITYQUALITY

A unique, meticulous process where handcrafted 
care meets precise technology in unison to carefully create a 
perfectly custom liner for any pool. Our Vinyl Liner Shop is every 
bit as impressive as it sounds, using the latest technology to produce 
large volumes of vinyl liners every day. 

Once a liner is chosen and proper pool size and specifications are 
provided, our team uses Automated Cutters to extract liner for 
pieces of the pool. An Air Welder or Radio Frequency Welding 
is then used to weld the pieces of vinyl together, creating a bond 
stronger than the vinyl itself. 

Once a liner is in its complete form, quality inspection is 
performed by our highly-skilled and detail-oriented team. 
The liner is blown-up to mimic an inflated parachute, 
and inspection takes place underneath from our team 
by quite literally, getting on their hands and knees 
to inspect and feel for any holes, cuts, tears, or 
imperfections. Quality and care for the process 
lend well to seamless installation for a 
beautiful liner with the perfect fit for 
your pool, every time. 



CARDINALCARDINAL
PATTERNSPATTERNS

Santorini Tile with
Brilliant Blue Bahama Floor*

Lotus Pearl Tile with
Ocean Pearl Floor*

Catalina Tile with
Sparkling Seas Floor*

Midas Tile with
Sparkling Seas Floor*

Bayview Blue Tile with 
Blue Diffusion Floor*

Siesta Wave Tan Tile with 
White Diffusion Floor* 

Stacked Stone Tile with 
Clearwater Tan Floor* 

Blue Lancashire Tile with
Blue Beach Pebble Floor*

Braided River Tile with 
River Mosaic Floor*

North Shore Tile with 
Blue Bahama Floor*

Agra Tile with
Brilliant Blue Bahama Floor*

Mosaic Wave Tile with 
Brilliant Blue Bahama Floor* 

NEWNEW NEWNEW NEWNEW NEWNEW

* Pattern available for vinyl over steel steps marked *. 
Visit www.cardinalpools.com for vinyl over step availability.

** Please note that although we strive to accurately depict our vinyl pool patterns 
in terms of color and selvage edges, photos are not always exact and may be 
slightly distorted due to the printing process. It is highly recommended to see a 
hanger sample containing real swatches of these patterns before placing your order.

***Premium Patterns are marked †. Additional charges apply.



Bayview Slate Tile with 
White Diffusion Floor*

Sunburst Tile with
Oyster Bay Floor*

Summer River Tile with 
River Mosaic Floor*

Blue Argos Tile with 
Stonecraft Mosaic Floor 

Blue Raleigh Tile with 
Blue Beach Pebble Floor* 

* Pattern available for vinyl over steel steps marked *. 
Visit www.cardinalpools.com for vinyl over step availability.

** Please note that although we strive to accurately depict our vinyl pool patterns 
in terms of color and selvage edges, photos are not always exact and may be 
slightly distorted due to the printing process. It is highly recommended to see a 
hanger sample containing real swatches of these patterns before placing your order.

***Premium Patterns are marked †. Additional charges apply.



FULL PRINTFULL PRINT
NO BORDERSNO BORDERS

Carrara Marble*

Butterfly Effect*† 

Ocean Pearl* 

NEWNEW

Graphite* Seaglass *† Sparkling Seas* 

Blue Diffusion* White Diffusion* Clearwater Tan* 

Blue Beach Pebble* Blue Bahama* Brilliant Blue Bahama* 

Oyster Bay* Gray Marino* River Mosaic* 

NEWNEW

NEWNEW

ADDITIONAL PATTERNSADDITIONAL PATTERNS



Island Blue* 
Full Print No Border 

27 mil

ADDITIONAL PATTERNSADDITIONAL PATTERNS
LIMITED QUANTITIESLIMITED QUANTITIES

Ancient Seas Tile with 
Gray Marino Floor*

Gray Neptune Tile with
Gray Marino Floor* 

Gray Bayview Tile with
Platinum Floor* 

20 or 27 mil

* Pattern available for vinyl over steel steps marked *. Visit www.cardinalpools.com for 
vinyl over step availability.

** Please note that although we strive to accurately depict our vinyl pool patterns in terms of color 
and selvage edges, photos are not always exact and may be slightly distorted due to the printing 
process. It is highly recommended to see a hanger sample containing real swatches of these patterns 
before placing your order.

***Premium Patterns are marked †. Additional charges apply.
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